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Over the last century, thermodynamical quantities such as work, heat and entropy production have
been extensively discussed to describe non-equilibrium processes. This has led to the concept of linear
irreversible thermodynamics, which establishes linear responses of fluxes to the thermodynamic forces
in terms of transport coefficients. The celebrated Onsager reciprocal relations connect various transport
coefficients in macroscopic currents, such as in thermoelectric phenomena. Furthermore, recent progress
in the field of statistical thermodynamics of small systems has motivated the consideration of properties
of fluctuating thermodynamical quantities along trajectories. This leads to the so-called fluctuation
relations, which state asymmetric relations between the probability of entropy production and that of
entropy annihilation. These relations contain thermodynmical statements, for example, the Onsager
reciprocal relations and the second law of thermodynamics far from equilibrium.
We consider systems containing hard disks, interacting with heat reservoirs. The interactions are
described as stochastic boundary conditions. Our discussion is based on the assumption that the
stationary heat currents are given in terms of transport coefficients and the temperature differences in
the applied stochastic boundaries. One of the investigated systems has a triangular circuit structure,
where its corners are cut to connect three heat reservoirs with the respective temperature TA, TB
and TC , as shown in the figure. We find that for small temperature differences, the heat currents
into but also inside of the system show linear dependencies on the applied temperature differences.
Additionally, the transport coefficients for these heat currents satisfy the Onsager reciprocal relations.
We also observe the counter-clockwise circular heat currents JH and JP in this circuit, shown in the
left graph of the figure. Moreover, we discuss the probability of the fluctuating entropy production
∆S. Our numerical results indicate that the probability distribution PH of ∆S becomes a Gaussian
distribution after a long time and satisfies the so-called asymptotic fluctuation relation. On the other
hand, in the limit of zero diameter, the disks become point particles and loose the property to interact
with each other via hard-core collisions. In this case, the probability distribution PP for small entropy
production values shows strong deviations from a Gaussian distribution, suggesting a violation of the
asymptotic fluctuation relation.
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Figure 1: The left graph: the circular heat current JH (JP ) as a function of TB for pairwise hard
disks (point particles), with TA = 2 and TC = 0.01. The arrows in the triangular circuit structure show
the direction of the circular heat current J . The right graph: the probability density PH (PP ) of the
entropy production ∆S for hard disks (point particles).
